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An algorithm and error analysis are presented for tinding the maximum 
likelihood estimator of the noncentrality parameter of the x2 and Fdistributions. 
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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
General properties of maximum likelihood estimators (m.l.e.‘s) have long 
been studied and a great deal is known about them. For example, they are 
typically asymptotically efficient, consistent, and normally distributed, and 
in a Bayesian context they are the means of the asymptotic posterior dis- 
tributions on the parameter space. Tests of hypotheses based on their 
values are typically asymptotically optimal. In many cases, however, the 
structure of the distributions involved precludes an easily computable 
estimate. Such is the case with the noncentral x2 and Fdistributions and 
some past research has gone into the development of alternative estimators 
which are more easily computed. With the wide availability of microcom- 
puters this need no longer be a consideration in the choice of an estimator. 
We present here an easily programmed algorithm which we have tested on 
an Apple-II computer and which provides m.l.e.‘s to within any specified 
tolerance of which the machine in use is capable. 
Obviously, the selection of an estimator other than the m.1.e. does not 
have as its only motivation the difficulty in its computation. For example, 
in a decision theoretic context Saxena and Alam [6] have shown the 
remarkable fact that in the case of the noncentral x2 with p degrees of 
freedom and one available observation X the simple estimator (X-p), , 
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the positive part of the umvue of 1, satisfies (X-p) + < I< (X-p) + + 1, 
where x is the m.1.e. and that (X-p), has a risk function which is 
everywhere smaller than the m.l.e.3 under squared error loss. Thus if one 
found oneself in this situation the estimator (X-p), would be preferred 
to i. The estimator (X-p), is itself inadmissible, however, in this context 
so the proper choice of an estimator is still unclear. In the more typical 
case where no particular loss function is specified or where it is not squared 
error, the m.1.e. is a natural choice. 
Meyer [S] was an early contributor toward the computation of the 
m.1.e. 1 of a noncentral x2 distribution with p = 2 degrees of freedom when 
he showed that n^ was either 0, when X G 2, or was the unique solution to 
the likelihood equation (1) when X > 2. Dwivedi and Pandey [2] extended 
this result to the case of p > 2. Anderson [ 1 ] studied its estimation when 
the scale parameter is unknown. 
Meyer also provided a possible application of the estimator in case p = 2. 
Obvious generalizations are possible. Here is a somewhat different 
possibility. Let a voltage t(t) be a applied to a circuit containing only 
resistors, the voltage being of the form 
t(t) = f (Ai cos (o,t) + Bi sin (wit)), 
i=l 
where {A, ,..., A,, B, ,..., B,} are independent 
AiNN 1) and BiwiV(vi, 1). Then the mean 
cuit is 
normal random variables, 
power expended in the cir- 
,c, M+v’)+2P. 
If in each of II independent realizations of this process we are allowed to 
observe only the average power expended, 
such as would be the case if we measured the heat produced in a 
calorimeter, and if T is sufficiently large, then we can regard this as a 
problem in estimation of the noncentrality parameter. This is so because 
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the limit being in mean square, and hence also in distribution. The only 
knowledge of the unknown parameters wi required is that they form a set 
of p distinct positive values. 
As for the Fdistribution, if the only available data on an experiment is 
that which appears in an ANOVA table, then one could obtain an estimate 
for the sum of squares of the relevant effects relative to the error variance 
as the maximum likelihood estimator of the noncentrality parameter. 
2. THE ALGORITHM FOR x2 
If 2,) zz,..., Z,, are independent N(p;, CT*) then the probability density 
function of 
x= f zf 
i=l 
where I = CT= i pf. When o2 = 1, X has a noncentral x2 distribution with 
p degrees of freedom. If X, ,..., X, are independent noncentral x2 variates, 
having pi degrees of freedom, then differentiating the log of the joint density 
with respect to L and setting this expression equal to zero we obtain the 
likelihood equation 
(1) 
A likelihood equation may have no solution, one solution, or more than 
one solution in general and the relationship between the m.1.e. and the 
solutions is complicated. The following theorem can be proved in the same 
way that Theorem 3.1 below is proven or one can use Bessel function 
methods as in [2] or [6]. 
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THEOREM 2.1. VX ,,..., X,, are independent random variables, respectively 
noncentral x2 with pi degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter I, then 
the maximum likelihood estimator 2 of 1 is the unique solution to the 
likelihood equation ( 1) if 
and is zero if 
Let 
Qz’( A) = (2) 
Q,Jn) = C;= 1 Q:)(n) and Q(n) = lim,, m Q,,,(n). Throughout the remain- 
der of this section x,,..., x, are fixed numbers which satisfy 
and fi is the unique solution to Q(n) = n. 
Let E, and e2 be specified positive numbers. An algorithm is given which 
determines a value L satisfying both of the conditions 
IQ(l)-4 <cl and I&f1 <&2. (3) 
The algorithm can be characterized by its use of two basic facts. The first is 
that Q(J) is decreasing in Iz and the second is that for each fixed 3, Q,,,(n) is 
increasing in m. Using these properties an interval known to contain f is 
successively bisected until L satisfying the given requirements (3) is found. 
LEMMA 2.1. Fix A > 0. Then Q,(A) is monotone increasing in m and for 
E > 0 and 6 E (0, 1) fixed wheneuer 
and 
N’ J 
Iz 
s 1:;:” xi (4) 
Q&)-QN-1(~)<41-@ (5) 
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Q(n) - Q,(l) <E- (6) 
Proof: Let 
Then setting r!,!,) = S$,‘/S~) we have 
#i) m -r;‘I -“,rf 1 c- 1 
m ( ) m 
Since ri)L 1 < m, 
To see the second claim observe that 
Qm+ ,(A) - Q,(l) 
QrS) - Qm- I(A) 
= -( 
n ai)+ 1 1 t-2) 
i=, S!A?l m+l ) 
c .( 
n a&) l-r$-, ’ 
- j=, Sk’ m 1 
s$‘/s;‘+ 1 < 1, a:)+ I /a$ < (lxJ4) l/m’, and (1-ri)/(m+l))< 
2(1-rE)L,/m) so that when N satisfies (4) (Qm+r(A)-Q,(A))/(Q,(A)- 
Qm-I(A))<6. Thus for m>N (Qm+1(12)-Q,(n))<8m~Nf1(QN(IZ)- 
QN-l(A)) and summing yields (6). 1 
Since Q,JA) 3 Q(A) it is clear that (5) is eventually satisfied for 
any I > 0. It is also clear that by increasing the value of A. and 
approximating Q(A) in the manner suggested above, we can assume that a 
number A has been identified satsifying Q(A) < n. Therefore we can assume 
that f is in a known interval, say [IO, A] in this case. In certain cases like 
n = 1 or when all pi are equal we can reduce the required number of 
iterations by utilizing a priori bounds such as those given in [6]. 
We shall identify the processes suggested by Lemma 2.1 as finding an E- 
approximant of Q(A) and call it Q,(A). Let K> 0 be an integer. The 
algorithm is as follows. 
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(i) Let 4 = 1, lzIo = 0, ;I, = A, k = 0, and perform (ii0). 
(ii, k) Given that we have determined & and Auk, let 
1, + Al, <=7. 
If Q+,(t) -C n - s/2 let &+ i = & and Auk+ 1 = 5 and perform (ii, k + 1). 
If Q+,(t) > n + s/2 let I, + 1 = 5 and A,, + i = Auk and perform (ii, k + 1). 
If lQ,,4(C) - nl < s/2 and k > K stop and declare f = t and record k = f 
If IQ+,(<) - nl< s/2 and k < K then replace E by s/2 everywhere, replace 
4 by 4 + 1, and proceed to (iik). 
THEOREM 2.2. The algorithm given above terminates in a finite number of 
iterations with an approximate solution 2 to the likelihood equation and it 
satisfies 
(i) IQ(A)-nl6~/2)-~ and 
(ii) IJ-fil c/1/2’, where 42 1 and F>K. 
ProojI Set zk = (& + A,,&2 for k>O and suppose the algorithm does 
not terminate. Then eventually k3 K so at every larger k we have 
(Q&zk)-nl > .s*/2. Here E* =.~/2~-l remains fixed for k > K since the 
portion of the algorithm at which changes to the 4 values can occur is 
inaccessible. Since Q(n) is continuous and decreasing there is an interval 
[a, b] such that 1~ (a, b) and 1~ [a, b] if and only if IQ(n) -nl d&*/8. 
Evidently z,& [a, b] for k> K since lQ(zk)-nl 2 s*/4. But this is 
impossible since Izk - fl < A,,, - I, d /12-k and f~ (a, b). We have 
established the fact of termination in a finite number of steps. We also have 
IQ(A)-4 G lQ(~)-Q,,,~+l(~)l+ IQe,zr+d8-nl 
and obviously IA- XI < A2-? 1 
Remark 1. In computing the sums in (2) care should be taken since the 
individual terms become quite large, the maximum term occurring at 
roughly the index (&)/2 =jO. Factoring this term out of numerator and 
denominator yields a convenient computational formula and the sum- 
mands are then quite small. 
Remark 2. The computation of QE(n) will yield values much closer to 
Q(n) than are guaranteed. Thus, the tolerance E, of (3) should be taken 
very small, say lop3 or less, to guarantee in searching for an upper ,4 that 
the interval is kept small since Q(n) will be rather flat near 1. Also, since 
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Q,(J) t Q(n) the initial interval can be shortened by keeping track of the 
potential /l’s which are rejected in the search for an upper bound and 
retaining as a lower bound the largest for which QE,(n) > n. 
Remark 3. If r~* is unknown the resulting system of likelihood 
equations is 
a’Q(z.4) = n 
where u = l/a4. One can envision iterative techniques for solving these. 
However, the situation in this case is more complicated since the selection 
of the proper root at each stage is not dictated. We shall not investigate 
this question further here except in the case of the next section where an 
independent estimate of IS* exists. 
3. THE ALGORITHM FOR F 
If w, )...) W,, are independent noncentral F random _ _ variables, W, having 
pi degrees of freedom for the numerator and qi degrees of freedom for the 
denominator, and with common noncentrality parameter I then the 
likelihood equation for the random variables Yi = (pi/qi) Wi is 
n= Ii 
i= I 
A,‘-’ 1 
c() 
A-’ Q(Pi + qi)/2 +j) 
j>l 2 (j-1)! (1 r(Pi/2 +j) r(C?i/2) 
c() 
;1’1 $1 f((Pi + qi)/2 +j) ’ 
j,o 2 j  UTiZ f(Pi/2 +j) r(C7i/2) 
Defining 
Qci)(A m  ,) = 
m A’-1 1 
;,c ) 
$1 r((Pi + qi)/2 +j) 
z (j-1)! (l+y,y’ f(pJ2 +j) f( q,/2) 
IO 
In 2’1 d-1, r((Pi + qiY2 +A 
j=. 2 j !  U+~~Y~bP+j)~(qi/2) 
Q,(J)= i Q!,W) and 
i= 1 
Q(n) = )?m Qm(n) 
note that if the inequality (4) is replaced by 
(7) 
iV>t max 
*~i~.{(~~(l+qi’~i)(~)} 
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and Q is as defined here in Section 3 the conclusion of Lemma 2.1 remains 
valid. Thus Theorem 2.2 remains valid for this new Q also as can be seen 
from the proof in the noncentral F case that the m.1.e. can be found as a 
solution to (7). 
We require the following lemma in the proof that the m.1.e. can be 
obtained as a solution to the likelihood equation. The proof is left to the 
reader. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that Cjroaj tj and cj,,bj tj converge for all t > 0 
and that for j sufficiently large bj > 0. If 
lim 5=y 
j-cc bj 
(including + 00) then 
Cj,oajtj 
,‘FL xj,,bjtj=‘. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Y, ,..., Y, be independent, (qilpi)Yi having a noncen- 
tral F distribution with pi d.$ for the numerator, qi df for the denominator, 
and noncentrality parameter 1. Then if 
the maximum likelihood estimator of A 
solution to the likelihood equation (7). 
+ qi/Pi) d n (8) 
is fi = 0 and otherwise is the unique 
Proof: Consider the ith term of the sum in (7). Set 
~((Pi+CliY2+i+ 1) 
a”=(I+~iY+1r(pi/2+j+l)r(qi/2) 
$1 U(Pi + 4i)/2 +.A 
b”=(1+yjYT(pi/2+j)T(qi/2)’ 
Then au/b0 is decreasing in j to the value y,l( 1 + yi). By Lehman& [4] 
theorem the sum in (7) is monotonically decreasing in I and by the lemma 
above it decreases to 
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Since (a/&l) In g(yI ,..., yn ( A) = J(Q(,I) - n), Q(A) is continuous, and 
Q(0) = i$ $ (I+ q&i) 
I 
the equation (7) has as a unique solution the m.1.e. fi when (8) fails and 
otherwise I= 0. 1 
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